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PRODOTTI O MACCHINARI
Figured Glass:

We manufacture quality figured glass in our own manufacturing units. This flat glass provides privacy while letting light through with a template pattern
on one side. It also caters the interior effect with its translucence and pattern itself. IAG, through its marvelous designs in figured glass, offers people a
chance to transform their homes through the power of imagination of landscapes. You can shut out the harsh world and create your own special
cheerful ambiance. The special surface orientation of IAG glass heightens internal reflection enhancing the brightness of glass. So you can drape
yourself in your privacy and yet bask in the gentle glow of light.

Our products are widely used in the manufacture of stained glass, interior decoration, window panes, office / bathroom partitions, making of crisper
glass for refrigerators and light shades.

The myriad hues, moods and colours of nature are captured on IAG Figured Glass. The uniqueness of IAG designs are reflected on KONOHA, the
freshness of shimmering leaves, YOZORA, the beauty of twinkling sky. The well known MISTLITE conjures up the magic of moonlight playing through
mist. The pattern ZADE gives the effect of cluster of hut-roofs. And of course the timeless designs - KARATACHI, MORGAN.

Our products are available in various colours like white and dark grey and can be offered in a variety of thickness including – 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 6.0
and 8.0 mm.

The various sizes that our glass is offered in include:  
122cm X 183cm, 122cm X 214cm, 183cm X 214cm, 122cm X 244cm, 183cm X 244cm

Wired Glass:

We manufacture ½ inch Georgian square mesh wired glass, which is white in colour and 6 mm in thickness.

It is offered in the following sizes: 
122cm X 183cm, 122cm X 214cm, 122cm X 244cm

Rolled Glass:

We also make rolled glass / NGG in 2 mm thickness in the sizes – 50cm X 70cm and 60cm X 90cm. It is primarily used for making picture frames. The
same glass is also offered in 3, 3.5, 4 and 5mm thickness in sizes – 122cm X 183cm, 122cm X 214cm, 122cm X 244cm.

Apart from this we also make plain frosted glass in various designs, which is offered in sizes – 122cm X 183cm, 122cm X 214cm, 122cm X 244cm.
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